Search for Formulations

Enter ingredient names, purposes, forms, or functions for general discovery of formulations.

Click Advanced Search to find formulations using multiple terms with include/exclude optional operators.

Advanced Formulations Search

Searches the following content fields: Ingredient, Function, Purpose, Physical Form, Delivery Route, and Target.

At least two search terms are required.

1. Select an operator (Required, Optional, or Excluded), and then enter a term in both fields.

Note: Click the Add Another Term button to add an additional search field up to a maximum of 5.

2. Execute search.

Explore Formulation Results

Filter formulations by industry, purpose, physical form, information included, and document type.

Formulation components with function and amount reported.

View or download full-text patent document.

View full component list with optionality, production process, effective dose, and experimental activity.

See Formulus® Help for more information. For assistance, contact the CAS Customer Center.
Search for Ingredients

1. Click Ingredients.

2. Enter an ingredient name, CAS Registry Number (RN), or function (e.g., binder).

3. Execute search.

Explore Ingredient Results

View other formulations using the ingredient.

View other components used with the ingredient in formulations.

View FDA delivery forms/strengths, inventory lists, other regulatory data.

View ingredient suppliers.

Explore Ingredient Suppliers

Download results as an Excel file.

View contact information, shipping details, and distribution options.

Filter supplier results.

Open supplier’s ordering page.

Open supplier’s product page for ingredient.